
 

T.S.N.S.T.A.H & THE LAW OF ATTRACTION EXPOSED -
(Secrets of Stage Hypnosis, NLP, Hypnotherapy & Mind
Control)

Newly released during September 2016, this almost twelve-hour crystal clear
video package was professionally filmed and contains the distilled wisdom,
knowledge, experience and to date over twenty-seven plus years of expertise
from one of the world's leading hypnotists and mind control experts, Dr. Jonathan
Royle.

Entitled There's Still No Such Thing as Hypnosis (T.S.N.S.T.A.H) and subtitled
The Law of Attraction Exposed this is a truly comprehensive and unrivalled
package of videos, audio and training manuals which are guaranteed to help
anyone who studies and acts on them, to help enable all their goals, dreams,
ambitions and innermost desires to become reality in their lives!

Indeed, you'll also discover exactly how to use these proven techniques and
powerful principles to help you perform more powerful and entertaining stage
hypnosis and street hypnotism whilst also being able to treat your hypnotherapy,
NLP and coaching clients more effectively and successfully.

You've no doubt heard of the best-selling film and book The Secret which talks
about the law of attraction along with karma (the law of cause and effect)
together with manifesting things positively into your life, but did you know they
forgot to tell you some of the most important things about making the law of
attraction truly work on a consistently reliable basis in your life within the so
called "secret"?

Now for the first time ever, award winning hypnotist and hypnosis hall of fame
inductee Dr. Jonathan Royle reveals in a simple step by step, incredibly easy to
understand and then implement manner the true inside secrets of making karma,
the law of attraction and positive manifestation work for you in all areas of your
life.

In his usual no nonsense, zero bull, tell it exactly how it really is manner, Royle
reveals how the law of attraction directly inter-relates to the APET model of
human givens psychotherapy, the ABC model of psychology and counseling and
indeed to numerous other proven models of psychological treatment and talking
therapies including, but not limited to CBT, NLP and conventional hypnotherapy,
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self-hypnosis and so called "mindfulness" amongst many others.

As he clearly examines the true building blocks to success in these areas, your
eyes (and mind) will be opened to the amazing truth that there are several keys
that tie these approaches, models, ideas and proven techniques together in such
a way as to make them all work massively more powerfully and positively in all
that you desire to use them for in your own life and also of course in the life of
your clients, friends, family and loved ones.

But Royle does not stop there, as well as giving you powerful insights to help you
make all your goals, dreams, ambitions and innermost desires become a positive
reality in your and/or your client's life, he also continues one step further and
reveals how all of this has been interweaved into his unique one session
treatment approach of "complete mind therapy".

Yes, that's right, Royle has been using the combined principles of the law of
attraction together with karma and manifestation within each and every one of the
therapy sessions he has conducted over the past twenty-five plus years, and now
for the very first time on video he explains exactly how and why he has been
doing this and does so in a manner that will make it incredibly easy for you to
instantly be doing the same with your clients.

As a further bonus and benefit, along the way as you study the almost twelve
hours of video training, Royle will also teach you numerous suggestibility tests
and rapid hypnotic inductions galore, whilst also blowing the lid off the worlds of
NLP, hypnotherapy, stage hypnosis, street hypnotism and numerous other so
called psychological therapies and positive mind control techniques.

If you have never studied any of Royle's training videos or packages before then
this is without a doubt the best way to get started, and for those who are fans of
Royles often shocking and controversial training manner, you will not be
disappointed as this is arguably the most educational, eye opening and thought
provoking video package that he has released to date.

For those who are established stage hypnotists or mind therapy consultants of
any discipline, the contents of this package will without doubt help you to become
a far better, hugely more successful and positively powerful therapy practitioner
in all that you do.
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And for those who have no prior knowledge or experience in stage hypnosis,
street hypnotism NLP, hypnotherapy or related fields, once you have studied this
package you will know more that is of practical use in the real world than the
clean majority of those in the industry who have not been taught by Royle.

In other words, this package will save you many hours, days, weeks, months and
perhaps even years on becoming the best possible mind therapy practitioner that
you could ever become as finally you will discover the truth of how and why every
psychological treatment method on the planet truly does work and how to
harness these powerful revelations within your own life and work.

Along with learning every nuance of Royle's complete mind therapy (CMT) one
session treatment approach, you will also learn how to use his technique of mind
emotion liberation techniques to help your clients to M.E.L.T all their problems
away with ease and in just a few short minutes!

You'll also witness the birth and creation of a truly powerful hypnotic induction
technique which was created during this live event at which the videos were
filmed and which has been named the L.E.A.R induction which stands for the
locked eyes arm release (L.E.A.R) induction and works as fast as a LEAR jet.

Along with the almost twelve hours of video, you will also be supplied with
images from each page of the flipchart for easy reference, along with dozens of
books, manuals and audio resources to help make your education in the law of
attraction hypnosis and NLP complete.

If you only invest into one law of attraction, hypnotherapy, hypnosis, NLP or
related "mind sciences" training product this year, you owe it to yourself and your
clients to ensure that it is this one, as we guarantee you that nothing else on the
market even comes close to what you will learn here!
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